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ABSTRACT

Earthquakes and geodetic evidence reveal the presence of a low-angle, mid-crustal detachment fault beneath the Finisterre Range that connects to a steep ramp surfacing near the Ramu-Markham Valley of Papua New Guinea. Waveforms of three large ($M_w$ 6.3 to 6.9) thrust earthquakes that occurred in October 1993 beneath the Finisterre Range 10 to 30 km north of the valley reveal 15° north-dipping thrusts at about 20 km depth. Global Positioning System measurements show up to 20 cm of coseismic slip occurred across the valley, requiring that the active fault extend to within a few hundred meters of the Earth’s surface beneath the Markham Valley. Together, these data imply that a gently north-dipping thrust fault in the middle or lower crust beneath the Finisterre Range steepens and shallows southward, forming a ramp fault beneath the north side of the Markham Valley. Waveforms indicate that both the ramp and detachment fault were active during at least one of the earthquakes. While the seismic potential of mid-crustal detachments elsewhere is debated, in Papua New Guinea the detachment fault shows the capability of producing large earthquakes.

INTRODUCTION

Fault-bend fold geometries are found in fold-and-thrust belts worldwide (Suppe, 1985). In regions such as the Transverse Ranges and the Los Angeles, Ventura, and Santa Barbara basins, geologic and geophysical evidence suggests that seismically active ramp structures connect to low-angle, mid-crustal regional detachments (Namson and Davis, 1988; Davis et al., 1989; Shaw and Suppe, 1994). The seismically inactive detachments are assumed to be near the base of the ramp seismicity, typically at 10–15 km depth. Yeats (1993) questioned the existence of these low-angle detachments and suggested as an alternative that the steep ramp faults continue through the lower crust as ductile shear zones. Destructive earthquakes are known to occur on the ramp structures, for example the 1971 $M_w$ = 6.6 San Fernando (Whitcomb et al., 1973), the 1987 $M_w$ = 5.9 Whittier Narrows (Namson and Davis, 1988), and the 1994 $M_w$ = 6.7 Northridge earthquakes. Namson and Davis (1988) concluded that in these fault systems the ramp structures have a higher earthquake potential than the detachments. Here we present evidence from Papua New Guinea that a mid-crustal detachment fault associated with an active ramp has the capability of producing large, destructive earthquakes.

GEODETIC MEASUREMENTS

In northeastern New Guinea, the Australian plate is moving N70°E relative to the Pacific plate at a rate of about 100 mm/yr (Fig. 1) (DeMets et al., 1994). The Ramu-Markham fault of Papua New Guinea is the suture between the Finisterre island arc terrane and Australia and takes up part of the Pacific-Australia convergence. To measure the slip rate along the Ramu-Markham fault, detailed site description


Figure 2. Comparison of 1973 and 1975 electronic distance measurements to 1993 Global Positioning System measurements shows convergence rate of about 4 mm/yr across Markham Valley. Sites NM33 and NM34 are held fixed in this analysis, which may induce false rotation of network. Vector in center shows predicted motion of the South Bismarck plate (SBIS) (hanging wall) relative to Australia (AUS) (footwall), from Tregoning et al. (1998). Length of this vector is scaled down by a factor of 5 relative to others. Location of fault is greatly uncertain. Topographic contours are 200 m and valley floor is at 400 m elevation. RMF—Ramu-Markham fault.
Figure 3. Fault plane solutions and aftershocks of October 1993 earthquakes. Events labeled as in Table 2, and moment magnitudes are given. Also shown with smaller symbols are focal mechanisms for aftershocks with $M_w > 5.5$. Black dots are all aftershocks for a 2 month period. Three Global Positioning System (GPS) sites to northeast side of fault moved about 20 cm southwest during earthquakes.

The network spans about 5 km across the valley and 16 km along strike; thus the sites are in the foothills of the mountains bounding the valley. The electronic distance measurements showed no motion faster than 1 cm/yr during the 2 yrs. We occupied the sites in August 1993 with the Global Positioning System to estimate the 20 yr rate of motion across the valley. In January 1994, we occupied them again with the Global Positioning System to measure coseismic slip following four large thrust earthquakes that occurred north of the valley in October 1993 (Fig. 3).

Global Positioning System measurements were made using three P-code, dual-frequency Ashtech receivers (Langly, 1993). Site NM34 (Fig. 2) operated continuously. Other local sites were occupied for periods of 2 to 30 h and regional sites (Fig. 1) for 4 days. Data were processed using daily orbit solutions from Scripps Institute of Oceanography and the GAMIT/GLOBK software (King and Bock, 1996; Herring et al., 1990). The 1993 Global Positioning System baselines were converted to two-dimensional sea-level distances to compare them to published horizontal sea-level electronic distance measurement distances.

Site velocities were estimated by fixing the positions of sites NM34 and NM33 and fitting baseline length changes by least-squares. The resulting shortening across the Markham Valley of approximately 4 mm/yr (Fig. 2) is inferred to be the interseismic rate because no large earthquakes occurred in this region during the 20 year period. As expected, if the sites are close to a locked fault, the interseismic rate is considerably slower than the convergence rate between the Finisterre Range and Australia, estimated at 35 mm/yr at this location (Tregoning et al., 1998).

Horizontal coseismic displacements during the October 1993 earthquakes, determined by comparing the August 1993 to January 1994 Global Positioning System measurements, are as large as 20 cm across the 5 km wide valley (Fig. 4, Table 1). The vertical displacements have an irregular pattern and large errors, so we do not use them for further analyses. On the hanging wall (north) side of the valley (NM31, NM35, and NM36) uplift of 42 to 87 mm occurred, whereas foot wall sites (south of the valley; sites NM32, NM33, and NM34) range from 14 mm of subsidence to 46 mm of uplift (Table 1).

WAVEFORM MODELING

Source parameters were estimated for two of the four largest earthquakes by formal inversion of teleseismic waveforms (events A and C; Table 2, Fig. 3). Body waves from the other two large events were in the codas of prior earthquakes and could not be modeled with our method, so the Harvard centroid moment tensor solutions are used. The waveform inversion technique minimizes the sum of the square of the residuals between observed and synthetic broadband compressional (P) and horizontal shear (SH) waveforms while estimating the centroid depth, seismic moment, rupture history (source time function), and the strike, dip, and rake angles (McCaffrey et al., 1991). The Harvard centroid moment tensor solutions use longer period seismograms (Dziewonski et al., 1981) and are less sensitive to depth and details of the rupture history than the bodywave method.

By examining the fits to waveforms while varying assumed depth, we estimate the depth of the largest event (A) at 19 ± 3 km below the ground surface. Events B and D were given similar depths (24 and 20 km) and mechanisms to event A by the Harvard centroid moment tensor method. The three events have fault planes that strike parallel to the valley and indicate almost pure thrusting at a low angle (about 15°) at mid-crustal depth (Table 2, Fig. 3). We infer that the north-dipping planes are the fault planes in part because of the broad distribution of aftershocks but more so because of the geometric observations presented below.

Body-waveform inversion for event C shows a steeper dip angle (42°), a more easterly strike, and greater depth (29 ± 3 km) than the other three. We infer that this event is below the detachment. Although the fault plane of this earthquake projects to the surface of the Earth within the Markham Valley, its seismic moment was not large enough to have produced the coseismic displacements observed across the valley.

Waveforms of the largest earthquake (A) show complexity not matched by rupture of a single
fault so we allowed two events in the analysis to see if both the detachment and the ramp structures ruptured seismically (Fig. 5). Although the first 10 s of the earthquake record is matched well using a single event (Fig. 5, left), energy coming in between 10 and 20 s after the onset is matched better by a second, later rupture on a steeper fault (Fig. 5, right). The first subevent (A1) at a depth of 21 km and a dip of 14° is consistent with slip on the detachment fault. The second subevent (A2), that started about 11 s after the first and lasted about 5 s, has a dip of 41° and a depth of 9 km, consistent with rupturing of the ramp. We infer from the sequence of events that the earthquake started at depth on the detachment fault where roughly three-quarters of the moment was released, then propagated southward, rupturing up the ramp and producing the coseismic displacements observed across the Markham Valley.

**DISCUSSION**

The proximity of the large October 1993 earthquakes to the geodetic network provides a unique opportunity to examine the geometry of the Ramu-Markham fault for which previous geophysical data have been inconclusive. A gently north-dipping thrust plane is expected if the Ramu-Markham fault is continuous with the New Britain trench, but no previous seismological evidence supports this. Earthquakes beneath the eastern end of the Markham Valley are both high- and low-angle thrust events. The low-angle events are too deep (20 to 25 km) to be associated with the Ramu-Markham fault as seen at the surface. The quakes may occur on a fault that extends southward to the New Guinea fold-and-thrust belt (Fig. 1) (Abers and McCaffrey, 1994). Thrust earthquakes from the west end of the valley and microseismicity studies at the east end both suggest high-angle thrusting at shallow depths (Kulig et al., 1993).

We use the earthquake locations, source parameters, seismic moment, and coseismic surface slip to constrain the fault geometry and slip using a dislocation model in a homogeneous elastic half-space (Okada, 1985). We compare observed and predicted coseismic surface displacements with the main goal of constraining how close the seismic rupture might have come to the Earth’s surface beneath the valley (Fig. 4). The earthquakes were located about 30 km north of the valley on a gently-dipping fault plane at 20 km depth. Models with slip only on the low-angle detachment fault predict far too little shortening across the valley (Fig. 4A). Slip on the detachment and halfway up the ramp fault toward the valley produces more, but still not enough, coseismic slip (Fig. 4B). Slip on both the detachment and a ramp that extends nearly to the Earth’s surface predicts surface displacements across the valley that agree with the observed coseismic slip (Fig. 4C). Hence, the differences in the coseismic slip on either side of the Markham Valley indicate that the fault rupture came to within a few hundred meters of the Earth’s surface. This finding is consistent with our inference from the waveforms of event A that the ramp also ruptured seismically. The seismic moment necessary to match the geodetic displacements \( M_f = 3.8 \times 10^{19} \text{Nm} \) suggests that the observed slip was probably the result of at least the two largest events (A and D). The model that fits the observed coseismic slip (Fig. 4C) has about 2/3 of the total seismic moment release on the detachment fault and the remaining 1/3 on the ramp, consistent with our inferences from waveform analysis.

Our interpretation of the Ramu-Markham fault (Fig. 6) is that a gently-dipping, middle to lower crust, seismogenic detachment fault connects to a steeper ramp that comes close to the Earth’s surface beneath the Markham Valley. This interpretation is supported by the following: (1) Mainshock and aftershock epicenters determined from P-wave arrival times are almost exclusively north of the Markham Valley, indicating that the detachment did not rupture south of the valley (Fig. 3). Landslides are also concentrated on the north side of the valley. (2) Depths of the thrust earthquakes beneath the Finisterre Range are...
between 19 and 30 km. Three with depths of 19 to 24 km have north-dipping fault planes that dip at ~15°. (3) Up to 20 cm of differential coseismic slip occurred across the valley. Much smaller coseismic slip differences are expected if the rupture plane continued at a shallow angle southward of, or stopped at depth below, the Markham Valley. (4) The largest earthquake (A), with 40% of the moment, was originally 20 km or greater based on computed moment magnitude. The epicenter is unknown, but we assume that it was near the surface of Earth under valley.

The crustal thickness of the 4-km-high Finisterre Range is unknown, but Australian rocks, which crop out on the south side of the valley, likely extend below the Finisterres some distance north of the Markham Valley.

During the 1993 Papua New Guinea earthquake sequence, both the detachment and ramp structures appeared to rupture seismically. In California, ramp-detachment thrust systems similar to the Ramu-Markham fault tend to produce large earthquakes only on the steep ramp structures, while the detachments remain aseismic. The Papua New Guinea system is important for the assessment of seismic hazards in regions where ramp-detachment thrust geometries exist.